
arriving by car

You drive over Bordeaux to Spain purely. On the AP 8 / AP 1 (E80) towards St. Sebastian. You remain on the
AP 1 or go to the A1 towards Burgos (depending on the time and inclination), from there to Salamanca (A 
62 / E80) to the Portuguese border. 

After the Portuguese border, continue on the A 25 towards Guarda - Viseu - Aveiro. 
There change onto the A 17 towards Lisbon to Monte Redondo. 



At the traffic gyro  LEFT (2nd exit) out (direction Bajouca). After the bridge turn 
(crossing the highway) 1st right CASAL NOVO!

In the village turn right the 1st road after the old chapel (right you see after 20m a 
wooden house) always following the asphalt downhill on the 1st small intersection 
over, after 20m at the fork keep right (left you see newly built ocher houses after 
20m). Continue straight on, then you arrive directly to my house. 

This is the fastest route, not the most beautiful!

Nice TRIP: from Tordesillas continue on the N 620 to Portugal (Approximately 
parallel the highway) and then via IP 5 direction Mangualde, N234 A35 
direction Coimbra 



Alternatively, the blue or green route if you have really MUCH TIME 

If they have PLENTY time: From Guarda towards Coimbra on the N 17 (narrow but 
very beautiful scenery): 

From Coimbra continue on the A1 / N 1 (depending on your preference and time)
To Lisbon (A1 till Pombal), change onto the A14 to Figueira da Foz and from there onto the A17 to 



Monte Redondo

At the traffic gyro  LEFT (2nd exit) out (direction Bajouca). After the bridge turn 
(crossing the highway) 1st right CASAL NOVO!

In the village turn right the 1st road after the old chapel (right you see after 20m a 
wooden house) always following the asphalt downhill on the 1st small intersection 
over, after 20m at the fork keep right (left you see newly built ocher houses after 
20m). Continue straight on, then you arrive directly to my house.  

If you are driving on the N1 towards Lisbon from Pombal: 

Approximately 8 km after Pombal go right towards Carnide. Always straight ahead
till Bajouca Bajouca. In Bajouca at the traffic gyro (Large jar in the middle). Turn left 
(2. out) out of the  traffic gyro and continue straight ahead(the street guide traffic 
sign turn left) .You come through a valley, go back up the mountain. Shortly 
thereafter you see right side a small mini Mercado.

At the next junction turn right to get to location. Continue straight ahead (left you can
see a cafe FONSECA). Continue....Behind the new church the first left (2 green 
garbage cans), then at the first intersection, turn left.



at the fork keep right (left you see newly built ocher houses after 20m). Continue 
straight on, then you arrive directly to my house. 

Arriving from Northern Portugal (Vigo, Braga etc.), from Porto (A1 – A 29 -  A 25  - A 
17)

either the N1 or the A1 to Pombal, alternatively still provides the path over Figueira da
Foz (usually Fig. Da Foz) on the A 14 from Pombal / change in Fig. Da Foz on the A 17
to Monte Redondo 

Alternatily from Figueria da Foz take the N109 towards Leiria. Advantage: you pass an
Intermarché for shopping just before Guia. In Monte Redondo then left towards 
Bajouca / Casal Novo. 

Crossing the motorway turn right to Casal Novo. In the village turn right the 1st road
after the old chapel (right you see after 20m a wooden house) always following the 
asphalt downhill on the 1st small intersection over, after 20m at the fork keep right 
(left you see newly built ocher houses after 20m). Continue straight on, then you 
arrive directly to my house.

If you own a navigation system: Casal Novo (in Monte Redondo = 2425-
606) Portugal  (CAUTION - are many places call Casal Novo!!!)
Rua do Cargal - directed to the target.

Otherwise map24.de or any other distance providers on the Internet

Have a good trip 


